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What of the night life? Saturdays and Sundays are the
bright nights, when possibly "le smoking" is worn—but
I saw not one white tie during the time I was there. In
company with Baron Charles Buxhoevden and Count
Harald Knagenhjelm one is in the best hands to see the
city at night: Sir Robert Throckmorton and Lord
Brecknock might possibly be their counterparts in
London.
You do not dine before going to opera, cinema or
theatre. At about ten-thirty people will be found dining
at the Bristol, the Grand, or the Three Hussars; then you
move on to the night clubs, such as the Rotter, a charming
small room with old panelling; the Femina, where there
is a cabaret on music-hall lines; the Eden Bar or the
Kaiser Bar, which is supposed to be the most fashionable,
There is also a place called The House of Passion—
to which one can take a sub-debutante sister without
any qualms* Swinging about, and alone, in a hammock
seems to be the most cheerful item in its programme.
At midday the best rendezvous is the Sacher Bar,
where the plat dujaur for luncheon is always excellent.
Here one may see Mr, Sidney Beer, who has probably just
come from the concert hall after a rehearsal, and Prince
Tassilo Fiirstenberg, the great expert on shooting and
fishing, who is sure to have news of thousands of wild
duck on the Danube now that its edges are frozen. The
small Danube, which runs through the city, is about
twice the breadth of the Regent Canal and equally muddy*
Hie big Danube, just outside the city, is a most impressive
sight, though equally muddy.
The "smart young marrieds" of Vienna are Count and
Countess Seilern, who give the best parties* Prince and
Princess UMch Kinsky also eatertain ia the Palais

